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Abstract

Table 1: Beam and Machine Parameters for MEIC

INTRODUCTION
The Medium Energy Electron-Ion Collider (MEIC) at
Jefferson Lab has been envisioned as a ﬁrst stage high energy particle accelerator beyond the 12 GeV upgrade of
CEBAF. The beam and machine parameters for the proposed MEIC are illustrated in table 1. The high luminosity of 5.6 x 1033 cm−2 s−1 can be achieved by small beam
sizes at the interaction point (IP) in conjunction with a large
number of stored bunches having low charge per bunch
(4 nC for electron, ∼ 0.7 nC for proton) using the ﬁnite
crossing angle scheme [1]–[3]. This requires the separation of two beams quickly to avoid parasitic collisions and
the minimization of synchrotron-betatron resonance near
the IP [4]–[7]. These requirements can be fulﬁlled by employing the crab crossing concept [1]–[2] ﬁrst proposed by
Palmer for linear collider [8] and later by Oide et. al. for
storage rings [9]. Let us call this original scheme as “transverse crabbing” for the sake of comparison with “dispersive
crabbing” which employs the existing accelerating RF cavities [2], [10]. In this paper, we will discuss the possible
crabbing schemes and some of our latest developments.

TRANSVERSE CRABBING SCHEME
In this scheme, bunches are tilted by a time dependent
transverse kick in RF cavities located before the IP in each
ring and thereby collide essentially head-on. This tilt is
kicked back to the original orientation in another deﬂector
after the IP. We, therefore, need four crab cavities in the two
rings corresponding to each IP where the betatron phase
advance is π/2+nπ (n is an integer) from the IP. The RF
phase of the deﬂector should be set such that the integrated
Lorentz force is zero at the center of the bunch but the head
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Parameters

Proton

electron

Eb (GeV)
frf (MHz)
Ne (1010 )
σl (mm)
I (A)
σE (10−4 )
nx (μm-rad)
ny (μm-rad)
βx∗ (m)
βy∗ (m)
βxc (m)
ϕcross (mrad)
L (cm−2 s−1 )

60
748.5
0.416
10
0.5
3
0.35
0.07
0.1
0.02
1400

5.0
748.5
2.5
7.5
3
7.1
54
10.7
0.1
0.02
350
50
5.6 x 1033

and the tail of the bunch experience deﬂections in opposite
directions.

Requirements
In this section, we calculate several speciﬁc parameters
of the scheme for electrons and protons. Considering two
ﬁgure-8 rings, one for electron and other for proton for
MEIC physics with asymmetric energies: 5 GeV and 60
GeV. The crossing angle of 50 mrad gives 175 mm and
350 mm separations for electron and proton beams at a
distance of 3.5 m and 7 m respectively from the collision
point. These separations provide adequate room to accommodate the ﬁnal focusing quadrupoles for the e-beam and
the p-beam and avoid the interference between them. The
transverse kicking RF voltage is given by [9]
V =

cEb tan ϕcrab
2πfrf (βxc βx∗ )1/2

(1)

where Eb , ϕcrab = ϕcross /2, frf , βxc and βx∗ are beam energy, crabbing angle, RF frequency, and beta functions at
crab cavity location and IP respectively. The required RF
voltage for electron and proton beams are 1.35 MV and 8
MV respectively.
The following accuracies are important to consider for
the transverse crabbing scheme [9]. First, the relative phase
stability Δθ between the crab cavities of two colliding
beams. This phase error Δθ makes a relative horizontal displacement of both beams at IP. The tolerance is estimated
as
2πfrf
2πfrf σx∗
=
(β ∗ x )1/2
(2)
Δθ 
c tan ϕcrab
c tan ϕcrab x
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Crab crossing of colliding electron and ion beams is essential for accommodating the high bunch repetition frequency in the conceptual design of MEIC – a high luminosity polarized electron-ion collider at Jefferson Lab. The
scheme eliminates parasitic beam-beam interactions and
avoids luminosity reduction by restoring head-on collisions
at interaction points. In this paper, we report the possible
crabbing schemes and requirements for both electron and
proton beams.
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which is about 14.7 mrad for both the beams. Second, the
stability of the kicking voltage amplitude of cavities for two
colliding beams. The amplitude error causes an error on the
tilt angle and excites the synchrotron-betatron resonances
[9]. It is expected that this effect is tolerable when the tiltangle error is much smaller than the diagonal angle of the
bunch (σx∗ /σl ) giving [9]
ΔV
σx∗

V
σl tan ϕcrab

(3)

Hence ΔV /V should be much smaller than 0.125 and
0.097 for electron and proton beams.
The following issues are important to resolve in a transverse crabbing scheme [10]. First, the RF amplitude and
phase tolerance. Second, the transverse transient beam
loading. Third, the transverse beam instability. Fourth,
the transverse second order gradient of the crab ﬁeld which
creates spread of kick across the beam area.

CAVITY DEVELOPMENT
In this stage, we are exploring the best possible cavities
for crabbing application. KEK-B factory has demonstrated
their success in implementing the squashed-shape cavity by
employing TM110 mode [7]. Recently, at Jefferson Lab a
compact size deﬂecting/crabbing RF cavity has been proposed and designed [12] as shown in Fig. 1. This cavity
provides kick to the beam particles through transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode. It is important to note that the
RF frequency of MEIC is 748.5 MHz and for details see
[13, 14]; we are presenting the parameters scaled from the
existing design at 499 MHz. The features of these two cavities are listed in Table 2.
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DISPERSIVE CRABBING SCHEME
This is an alternative crabbing scheme to preserve the
luminosity by employing the commonly used accelerating/bunching superconducting RF cavities operating on basic axisymmetric mode. It requires dispersion function in
the section where the cavity is installed. This idea was initially proposed by G. Jackson [10] where the kick in energy produced by the RF ﬁeld excites betatron motion. Our
analysis of the idea [2] is expressed as follows. Assume
that cavity is installed in the section where the derivative
of beta function β  = dβ(s)/ds of the extended beam is
zero. To produce crab kick in betatron motion by the longitudinal E-ﬁeld, it then requires non zero value of the ﬁrst
derivative of dispersion, D = dD(s)/ds. Taking into account the continuity of particle’s transverse motion (x, x ),
the resulting change in betatron part of angle δxb is found
as follows
δxb = −D

δp
V sinφrf
V ωs
= −D
≈ −D
p
Eb
Eb c

(4)

where φrf is the rf phase, s is the particle’s longitudinal coordinate with respect to the bunch center; for small
RF phase sinφrf = φrf = ωs
c . Note that the dispersion
is compensated before the ﬁnal focusing quarupoles and
the kick in betatron angle is transformed by the focusing
optics 
to particle’s transverse position at IP which gives
x∗ = βxc βx∗ δxb . The required crabbing voltage is then
expressed as
cEb ϕcrab

V =
(5)
2πfrf βxc βx∗ D
The required RF voltage for the electron (D = 0.04) and
the proton (D = 0.16) beams are 34 MV and 51 MV. The
advantage of dispersive scheme is that there is no spread in
the energy kick across the beam area.

Figure 1: TEM-type superconducting cavity Ref. [12].

Table 2: Properties of TEM-type and KEK Crab Cavities
Parameters
Frequency (MHz)
Length (mm)
Height (mm)
Aperture dia. (mm)
V∗def (MV)
E∗p (MV/m)
B∗p (mT)
Geom. factor (Ω)
at E∗T = 1 MV/m

TEM-type cavity KEK Cavity
748.5
200
200
60
0.2
1.3
4.5
45

508.8
300
483
220
0.3
4.32
12.45
220

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
The detailed study of beam dynamics should address the
issues like beam emittance dilution, phase and amplitude
stabilities etc. However, in this stage we have studied the
beam quality (emittance) and the complete beam dynamics simulations are under progress. In this study, we have
used General Particle Tracer (GPT) [15]. The GPT simulation software package requires ﬁeldmap of the cavity for
tracking particle, which is obtained from the eigen mode
solver of the CST Microwave Studio [16]. GPT is a well
established three-dimensional time domain computer program for studying the particle dynamics in EM ﬁelds. The
tracking algorithm is based on the ﬁfth order Runge-Kutta
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(6)

εrms
(μ eV−s)
n,z

εrms
(μ−rad)
n,y

εrms
(μ−rad)
n,x

where Vdef is the deﬂecting voltage, rb is the beam radius
and κ = 2π/λ is the wave number. Substituting the values
of the parameters gives 60 mm-mrad which is exactly the
simulated value. Similarly, the emittance dilution for different radius of bunch is shown in Fig. 3 which conﬁrms the
linear relationship of emittance with radius. It is important
to note that this correlated emittance after many turns could
transform to uncorrelated emittance due to ﬁlamentation.
To prevent such transform, our scheme includes compensated cavity located symmetrically after the collision point.

60
55
50

n,x

45
40
35
30
1

1.2

1.4
1.6
Bunch radius (mm)

1.8

2

Figure 3: Emittance growth versus bunch radius for 7.5
mm bunch length of uniformly distributed beam with zero
initial emittance.
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Figure 2: Evolution of emittance along the z-direction for
7.5 mm bunch length and 2 mm bunch radius of uniformly
distributed beam with zero initial emittance.
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eVdef
= √
κrb σl
rms
n
4 3me c2

65

εrms (mm−mrad)

method with adaptive step size and takes into account the
space charge physics and other nonlinearities.
In this stage, we are showing the ﬁrst calculation of beam
emittance for the TEM-type superconducting cavity (499
MHz) shown in Fig. 1. We start tracking particles consisting of 1000 electrons having uniform distribution ( zero
initial emittance) with bunch length = 7.5 mm and radius
= 2 mm. We expect the emittance dilution in the direction
of kick which is along x in the cavity. This is indeed seen
in Fig. 2. The theoretical estimate of emittance for the uniform beam follows the relationship
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